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Abstract—Programmable switches allow the packet processing
behavior to be applied to transmitted packets, including the type,
sequence, and semantics of processing operations, to be reconfigured on the fly in a systematic fashion. As such, programmable
switches are the key to realize the next-generation of network
services and applications, including software-defined networking,
5G, IoT, and massive-scale cloud computing. This paper presents
a survey on the recent trends and issues in the design and
implementation of programmable network devices, focusing on
the prominent abstractions and architectures proposed, debated,
realized, and deployed during the last 10 years. First we describe
the anatomy of a programmable switch, then we highlight the
most important pointers from the literature and cast different
taxonomies for the field, and finally we sketch open issues and
possible future research directions.
Index Terms—software-defined networks, data plane architecture, router design, programmable switches, data flow graphs,
match-action pipelines, stateless and stateful network functions

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the advent of the 5G mobile standard, large-scale
cloud computing, ubiquitous IoT, and massive machine learning and big data applications, operators will need to adopt
completely new ways to architect communication networks,
making software-defined networking, edge computing, networkfunction virtualization, and service chaining the norm rather
than the exception. The forthcoming applications require
Network Interface Cards (NICs) and network devices, such
as switches and routers, to support continuously evolving
and heterogeneous sets of protocols and functions on top of
the impressive selection of features already supported today,
including basic L2/L3/L4 processing, tunneling and VPN
protocols, load balancing, congestion control and Quality of
Service, firewalls and intrusion detection systems, etc.
Supporting such an extensive feature set at the required
flexibility, dynamicity, performance, and efficiency requires
careful and expensive engineering effort on the part of device
vendors, usually involving the tedious and costly design,
manufacturing, testing, and deployment of dedicated hardware
components [1, 2]. This state of facts raises two problems.
On the one hand, adding new features necessitates a long
development process and rapid device upgrade cycles. This
pushes vendors to support a given feature only when it becomes
widely requested, impeding innovation. On the other hand,
implementing every single network protocol in the packet
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processing logic leads to inefficiencies, due to wasting valuable
memory space, CPU cycles, and silicon “real estate” for features
that may never be used in operation.
To address these issues, a new generation of networking
devices has been recently introduced, permitting the packet
processing functionality implemented by a device to be
comprehensively reconfigured on the fly. New software-based
network switches, running on general purpose CPUs, provide
reconfigurability through an extensive set of processing primitives out of which various pipelines can be built using standard
programming techniques [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Leveraging advances in
IO frameworks [8, 9], these programmable software switches
can achieve a forwarding throughput in the order of tens of
Gbps on a single commodity server blade. More challenging
workloads, in the range of hundreds of Gbps, are instead the
realm of programmable hardware components and the devices
built on top, like programmable NICs (SmartNICs) [10, 11,
12, 13] and programmable switches [14, 15, 16]. Similarly
to software switches, programmable hardware-accelerated
network appliances also offer various primitives that can be
systematically assembled into complex network functions, using
a domain specific language [17] or some dialect of a general
purpose language [18, 19].
How to fix the elemental packet processing primitives to
support the broadest possible selection of network applications
at the highest possible performance? How to expose the,
potentially very complex, processing logic to the operator for
easy, secure, and verifiable configuration? How to abstract,
replicate, and monitor ephemeral packet processing state
embedded deeply into this logic? These are currently among the
most actively debated questions in the networking community.
Following the footsteps of [20], in this paper we provide
a survey on the current trends and issues in programmable
software and hardware network devices, including the available
abstractions, employed design solutions, and open problems.
Our focus is on the data plane and, in particular, on the
reconfigurable packet processing functionality inside the data
plane responsible for enforcing forwarding decisions; for
comprehensive surveys on software-defined networking, and
the intellectual road that led there, see [21, 22, 23, 24].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we describe the most important components and functionality
of a programmable switch and then in Section III we present
the designs from the related literature organized according to

different taxonomies. In Section IV we highlight some of the
most compelling issues and open problems in the field and
finally in Section V we conclude the paper.
II. T HE A NATOMY OF A P ROGRAMMABLE S WITCH

programming-language-centered classification. Finally, we describe the stateless and the stateful data plane abstractions. The
taxonomies are summarized in Table I. As an annex to this
survey an annotated reading list for students, practitioners, and
researchers interested in the area of programmable data plane
technologies is also available online [42].

Conventional network gear, regardless of the implementation
(e.g., pure software or specialized hardware) and function (e.g.,
a switch, an edge router, or a firewall), usually includes the A. System Level View
Embracing a systems-engineering approach, first we present
control plane and the data plane integrated into a single device
form factor. In this context, the control plane is in charge a layered view of programmable switch architectures.
of establishing packet processing policies, such as where to
At the upper layer, the control plane is in charge of
forward a packet or how to rewrite its header, and managing the orchestrating the operations of the network as a whole. Tradidevice operations, including checking the device’s health and tionally, this entailed the specification of exhaustive per-switch
performing maintenance operations. The data plane, in contrast, control programs to set device-level behavior [43, 36]. With
is responsible solely for executing the packet processing policy the fulfillment of the software-defined networking paradigm,
set by the control plane.
however, the control plane has gradually moved towards
A fundamental enabler for network device programmability higher-level abstractions that synthetically capture networkwas the logical and physicial separation of the control plane wide policies (the so called “intent layer”), which are then
from the data plane, with a standard and open API to allow compiled into conventional device-level policies (“intermediate
for interactions between the two [24, 40, 36, 41]. In the representations”) in a separate step [19]. Examples of such
case of OpenFlow, for instance, the data plane is realized high-level languages include Pyretic/Frenetic [25], Maple [26],
by “dumb” OpenFlow switches administered remotely by a Kinetic [27], NetEgg [28]; see [44] for a recent survey.
separate controller [36]. In this paper our focus is on these
At the lower layer, the network’s data plane is collectively
“dumb” switches and, in particular, the way they provide pro- represented by the packet processing logic of the programmable
grammability, achieve high performance, and expose embedded switches administered jointly by the control plane. The
state information to the control plane.
data plane exposes certain abstractions of its configurable
To enforce control plane decisions, the data plane performs functionality to the control plane which in turn uses data
a handful of operations on received packets. First, it parses (a plane programming languages to configure the static packet
subset of) the packet bytes to understand the control information processing semantics. At runtime this pipeline is filled with
they carry. Then, the extracted information is used to determine dynamic policies, e.g., entries are added to flow tables, actions
the sequence of processing operations that need to be applied to are associated with flows, etc. [41, 45]. In addition, state and
the packet, like performing some computation (e.g., calculation monitoring information is constantly collected in the data plane
of a checksum), writing some parts of the packet (e.g., writing and presented to the control plane for verifying correct behavior,
the new checksum into the appropriate header field), or storing monitoring performance, and handling failures.
monitoring and state information (e.g., updating a counter if
In this layered view, data plane compilation is a downwards
the checksum was wrong). Finally, the modified packet is mapping from a higher-layer description of the intended
forwarded based on the results of the performed operations, network behavior to lower-layer abstractions [36, 17, 25, 26,
which usually include the specification of the output port(s).
27, 28, 44, 46], verification/monitoring is an upwards mapping
In this setting, programmability refers to the capability whereby the lower-layer exposes some aggregate view of its
of a switch to expose the packet processing logic to the state to the upper layers for checking and validation [27,
control plane to be systematically, rapidly, and comprehensibly 47, 48], and the coupling between the two is created by the
reconfigured. The emphasis here is on the comprehensiveness; abstractions adopted by the data plane. Interestingly, this gives
while conventional ”fixed-function” network devices allow rise to a circular dependency in the co-evolution of the control
modification of the forwarding policy at least partially (e.g., plane and the data plane, in that the capabilities of the data
adding static IP routes or changing ACLs), the ability to plane determine the elemental constructs high-level network
influence the parsing of packet headers, to provision forwarding programming languages are built upon, which in turn guide
tables that match on arbitrary header fields, or to introduce the data plane designers towards new processing abstractions
new processing actions, all in all, to facilitate the deployment (see e.g., the recent advances from OpenFlow[36] to P4 [17]
of completely new network protocols in operation, is unique and PoF [49] brought about by RMT [50, 51]).
to programmable switches.
B. Software vs. Hardware-based Switches
III. TAXONOMIES FOR P ROGRAMMABLE S WITCHES
Processing each and every single packet received by the
In this section, we present broad classifications for the
different architectural aspects of programmable data plane
technologies. First, we start with a layer-oriented and an
implementation-driven approach, and then we describe a

device, the data plane is the most performance-critical part
of a network and, as such, usually specialized hardware components and sophisticated software acceleration methods are
employed to implement it. On the hardware front the data plane
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TAXONOMIES FOR PROGRAMMABLE DATA PLANE DEVICES AND HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE RELATED LITERATURE .

functionality may be implemented in an ASIC (Application
Specicic IC) [15, 16], an FPGA (Field-programmable Gate
Array) [12, 33], or a network processor [14, 10, 11], using
a dedicated packet classification engine realized in Ternary
Content Addressable Memory chips (TCAM, [52]), whereas
a software switch executes the entire processing logic on a
commodity CPU [3, 29, 6, 30, 7, 31, 32, 34] on top of a fast
packet-classification algorithm/data structure [53, 54, 55].
Note, however, that the distinction between hardware and
software switches may not be so sharp in reality. For instance,
a hardware-based appliance may still invoke a general purpose
CPU (the “slow path”) to run certain functions that do not
require high-performance or that are not supported natively by
the underlying hardware. Similarly, a modern software switch
also relies on domain-specific hardware assistance for efficiency
reasons, like Data Direct I/O (DDIO), segmentation offload
(TSO/GSO), Receive Side Scaling and Receive Packet Steering
(RSS/RPS), etc.
C. Abstractions and Architectures
The differences among data plane technologies are often
reflected in the packet processing primitives exposed to the
control plane and programming language constructs that can be
used to access these primitives. Given this inherent architectural
coupling, we next discuss the following three fundamental
categories for programmable switches: the data flow graph
abstraction and related switch architectures, the match-action
pipeline abstraction, and hybrid switch architectures that
implement different combinations of the previous abstractions.
1) The data flow graph abstraction: Early efforts borrowed
heavily from generic systems design [56, 57] and machine
learning [58], adopting the data-flow graph abstraction to
architect programmable switches [35]. A data flow graph
describes processing logic as a graph, with the nodes representing elemental computation stages and edges representing
the way data moves from one computation stage to the other.
A nice property of this abstraction is its simplicity, allowing
the programmer to assemble a well-defined set of processing
nodes into meaningful programs using a familiar graph-oriented
mental model. This way, computational primitives (nodes) are
developed only once and then can be freely re-used as many
times as needed to generate new modular functionality, creating
a rapid development platform with a smooth learning curve.
Perhaps the earliest programmable switch framework adopting the data flow graph abstraction was the Click modular

software router [35]. The unit of data moving through the
Click graph is a network packet on which nodes can perform
simple packet processing operations, such as header parsing,
checksum computation and verification, field rewriting, ACLs,
etc. Some nodes provide network protocol specific functions,
such as handling ARP requests and responses, while others offer
more general data flow control functions, such as switching (in
the sense of selecting a direction out of several alternatives)
or load balancing and queuing.
ClickOS [4], Vector Packet Processing (VPP) from the FD.io
project [30], the Berkeley Extensible Software Switch (BESS,
[29]), and NetBricks [32] adopt a similar design, with the
difference that the fundamental data unit that moves along
the data flow graph is now a vector of packets instead of a
single packet. This development stems from the observation
that batch-processing amortizes I/O costs over multiple packets
and, using the built-in Single-Instruction-Multiple-Data (SIMD)
instruction sets of modern CPUs, results more efficient software
implementations [59, 9, 60]. NetBricks, in addition, introduces
a new framework for the isolation of potentially untrusted
packet processing nodes, using novel language-level constructs
and zero-cost compile-time abstractions [32].
The presence of user-defined functionality abstracted as data
flow graph nodes gives a great flexibility and extendibility [4,
61]. At the same time, this great flexibility tends to make
the resultant designs piecemeal, and heterogeneity complicates
high-level network-wide abstractions and encumbers performance optimization [62].
2) The match-action pipeline abstraction: The match-action
abstraction describes data plane programs using a sequence
of lookup tables organized into a hierarchical structure [36,
17, 3, 31, 7]. A subset of the packet header fields is used
to perform a flow-table lookup in the first table to identify
the corresponding packet processing actions, which can then
instruct the switch to rewrite packet contents, encapsulate/
decapsulate tunnel headers, drop or forward the packet, or
defer packet processing to further flow tables. The programmer
in turn configures the packet processing behavior through
dynamically setting the content of the flow tables, by adding,
removing, or modifying individual entries with the associated
matching rules and processing actions via a standardized API
[45]. This has the benefit of exposing reconfigurable data plane
functionality to operators using the familiar notions of flows
identified by matching rules defined on certain header fields (an

abstraction extensively used in firewalls and ACLs), structured
as a hierarchy of lookup tables (used by conventional fixedfunction router ASICs to synthesize L2/L3/L4 pipelines).
The match-action abstraction was popularized for programming switches by the OpenFlow protocol [36], which in turn
borrowed greatly from Ethane [43]. OpenFlow at its first version
allowed the definition of only a single flow table using a rather
limited set of header fields; the abstraction was later extended
to a pipeline of multiple flow tables defined over basically
arbitrary (but fixed) header fields. Currently Open vSwitch
remains the most popular OpenFlow software switch [3], using
a universal flow-caching based datapath for implementing the
match-action pipeline. This design was improved upon by
ESwitch, introducing data plane specialization and on-thefly template-based datapath compilation to achieve line-rate
OpenFlow software switching.
OpenFlow, however, is limited to a strict set of header
fields; Protocol-Oblivious Forwarding (POF, [49]) and P4
(Programming Protocol-independent Packet Processors, [17])
generalize the match-action framework to parsing/deparsing
arbitrary header fields, flexible lookup tables with rich semantics, configurable control flow, and platform-specific extensions.
Again, this development was made possible by advances in
switching ASIC design, such as the Reconfigurable Match
Tables abstraction that overcomes two limitations in OpenFlow
ASICs by letting match-action tables to be defined on arbitrary
header fields and extending the, previously rather limited,
repertoire of packet processing actions (RMT, [50]). Lately, P4
and the accompanying hardware and software switch projects
[15, 16, 31] have met with increasing enthusiasm from the side
of device vendors, operators, and service providers [63, 64].

D. Stateful vs Stateless
Crucially, the content of network devices’ embedded memory
may be accessed and modified in operation. For example, the
result of a forwarding table lookup may need to be temporarily
stored to assign the packet to an output queue at a later stage.
Alternatively, packet counter may be incremented under certain
conditions. Such state information can be classified in two
coarsely defined categories: packet state (or “metadata”) and
global state [19]. Packet state is associated with a single packet,
each packet has its own packet state, and such state exists only
during processing the associated packet. Conversely, global
state is associated with the device, it is global, and it persists
across packets. While packet state is accessed and modified
only from within the data plane, global state may be accessed
by the control plane as well. For example, packet’s ingress port
metadata is set and read exclusively by the data plane in order
to, e.g., enforce access control rules; flow table entries are set
by the control plane and read by, but usually not modified
from, the data plane (global state); while a Network Address
Translation mapping (also a global state) may be modified by
both the data plane (on creation) and the control plane (e.g.,
for replication, migration, or scale-out).
Based on these considerations, a programmable data plane
technology that is limited to only read global state but never to
actually write it is generally referred to as stateless [36], while
a data plane that also admits writing global state from within is
called stateful [68]. In general, stateless data planes are much
simpler but offer limited functionality (e.g., cannot implement a
NAT without invoking a middlebox), while stateful data planes
are much more complex, because the embedded global state
information must be carefully synchronized between switches
that may simultaneously access them [69].
IV. O PEN I SSUES

3) Hybrid switch abstractions: With the introduction of
multi-table match-action pipelines in the OpenFlow v1.1
specification, the distinction between the data flow graph and
the match-action abstractions has become increasingly blurry
[36]. Indeed, a hierarchical match-action pipeline can easily be
conceptualized as a special data flow graph with lookup tables
as processing nodes and “goto-table” instructions as the edges.
Not surprisingly, hybrid software-hardware switch architectures
that mix the above abstractions with fresh ideas from distributed
systems and multi-processor design have emerged in great
numbers recently. Being a massively parallel workload, packet
processing lends itself readily to be implemented in multithreaded hardware like Graphics Processing Units (GPUs, [59]),
with the pros and cons being actively debated in the systems
community [65, 66]. Alternatively, dRMT extends the strictly
sequential match-action processing abstraction of RMT towards
a more flexible architecture [51], Intel FlexPipe [15] introduces
a generic pipeline architecure, while FlexNIC implements a
new network DMA interface that allows operating systems and
applications to install simple packet processing rules into the
NIC, which then executes these operations while transferring
the packet to the host memory [67].

As we have seen, the art and science of programmable
switch architectures revolve around abstractions. Ideally, an
abstraction should be simple enough to capture just the right
amount of configurable data plane functionality to admit
efficient hardware and software implementations, but profound
enough to allow higher-layers to synthesize complex packet
processing behavior on top. In addition, an ideal abstraction
should lend itself easily to be exposed to the control plane
as a secure and efficient data plane API [41, 36], it should
adequately handle global state embedded in the data plane and
provide a well-defined consistency model [69], it should admit
analytic performance models [70, 7] and automatic program
transformations for performance optimization [7], it should
separate static semantics from dynamic behavior [45], and last
but not least it should embrace a convenient mental model
that is familiar to network operators and programmers. Not
surprisingly, many of the open problems in the field are related
to finding the right abstraction for the data plane functionality.
1) Abstractions for comprehensive reconfigurability: With
the recent trends toward moving from the rigid data plane
programming model of OpenFlow to the much more flexible
P4 world, it has become essential to abstract and expose

every aspect of processing functionality a switch may perform.
The three approaches implement different trade-offs. For exThis is not limited to the way packet processing policies are ample, the executor-based abstraction gives the most flexibility
represented in the data plane, including the method by which to the programmer, at the cost of increasing programming compackets are associated with the respective processing actions plexity and reducing portability among executor architectures,
to be executed on them, but extends to further critical packet since a programmer needs to have a clear understanding on
processing operations, and the reconfigurability thereof, ranging how to partition its application’s state among different memory
from programmable packet parsing [71] to universal scheduling areas. On the other side of the spectrum, application-based
and queuing schemes [72, 68].
abstractions provide a state access model that is in line with
But the quest towards more comprehensive reconfigurability most of the network applications, therefore simplifying the
at the data plane should not stop at this point; indeed, new development for the programmer, but leaving little flexibility
abstractions for supporting multipath routing [73], dynamic to experiment unconventional solutions.
load-balancing [74], and data-plane level isolation and encrypA recent research direction tries to asses the effective need to
tion [32, 75], would open the door to interesting new in-network keep state in the data plane, by proposing an architecture where
computation schemes to be deployed on top [76], like network- a separate, dedicated data-store is in charge of maintaining
accelerated key-value stores [77] and distributed consensus data-plane state while the data plane itself is stateless [85, 69].
protocols [78, 79], network-wide machine learning with data- Accordingly, when a switch needs some state information it
plane neural networks [80], programmable monitoring and dynamically fetches it from the state-store. This architecture
measurement [81], etc.
makes state explicit and factors it out from switches, opening
the door to elastic scale-out, replication, migration, and
Open Problem 1. Find novel abstractions to render further
restoration [69]. Nonetheless, it should be noted that some
data plane functionality configurable and expose these abstracsort of soft state, i.e., a local cache, is usually still required for
tions to the control plane using a simple API.
performance reasons [86]. The handling of this cache could
2) Abstractions for exposing global state: The need to be defined through one of the aforementioned abstractions.
scale systems to handle massive workloads increasingly pushes
Open Problem 2. Find an expressive yet simple model
designers to explore more complex solutions that handle some
to handle state operations in the data plane, simplifying
state already in the switches’ data plane [74, 82, 83]. While
application programming and orchestration while ensuring
abstractions for stateless packet processing can be considered
the ability of supporting high-performance implementations.
rather solid at this point in time, stateful abstractions are still
in their infancy and no clear winner has yet emerged.
3) Abstractions for intent-based networking: Intent-based
The complexity of a stateful abstraction lays in the need networking marks the recent trend towards designing and
to address state management problems (e.g., consistency) operating networks in terms of higher-level business policies,
in a programmer-friendly way, while still guaranteeing the and letting the network to deal with low-level concerns in an
ability to support high-performance implementations. Here, automated, agile, secure, and verifiable way [87]. Intent-based
it should be noted that reading and writing to a memory is networking, however, raises a number of crucial problems in
one of the main sources of performance issues in modern programmable switch design.
computing systems [50, 84]. Current proposals follow three
Although recent progress in high-level network programming
different approaches: consistency-, executor- and application- languages has delivered important insights to realize the
based memory abstractions.
vision of intent-based networking, in the form of efficient
Consistency-based memory abstractions organize memory language constructs and modular composition frameworks
according to the required consistency properties. For instance, [25, 26, 27, 28, 44, 46], it is still not clear how to best
in NetBricks [32] a programmer can read and write state expose data plane functionality to the operator offering the
to a memory that guarantees strong consistency, eventual maximum programming freedom while masking the underlying
consistency, or no consistency at all. Some abstractions, complexities efficiently. Ideally, an “intent-based data plane
may provide a subset of the consistency models, such as compiler” should actively attempt to find the data plane
Domino [39] only provides strong consistency (at the cost representation that would yield the highest performance [7]
of limiting the range of supported algorithms at line rate). In with the minimal data plane footprint [88, 89], built on a firm
executor-based memory abstractions the programmer is exposed theoretical foundation for optimizing data plane programs and
to a simplified view of the underlying executor architecture. reasoning about performance [70, 7].
packetC [18] follows this approach by dividing the memory
Open Problem 3. Design an optimizing intent-based data
in processor-local and global areas. Finally, application-based
plane compiler to map high-level business policies (and
memory abstractions expose access to state following common
the corresponding global state) to the underlying physical
programming abstractions found in network applications. This
infrastructure, built on a sound theory for data plane program
is the case of OpenState [38] and FAST [37], which in addition
transformation and performance modeling.
to global state define also flow state. An instance of flow state
is associated with a single network flow and can be accessed
4) Abstractions for verifiability: Data plane compilation,
only during the processing of the such flow.
that is, downward mapping from the intent layer to the data

plane is just one side of the coin. To close the control loop an
upwards mapping is also necessary, which would permit the
control plane to monitor and verify the operations of the data
plane. Indeed, recent results indicate that the network should
be architected from the ground up with verifiability in mind
[27], which may require the definition of new abstractions.
Open Problem 4. Find data plane abstractions and build
monitoring/verification frameworks on top, which allow the
intent layer to discover operational context, including global
state and load/resource availability, to verify correct operations
and to uncover network performance anomalies potentially
originating from malicious activity.
5) Abstractions for security and scalability: The size and of
the workloads that can be supported economically, efficiently,
and securely with programmable switches is fundamentally
constrained on the amount of resources available in the data
plane. Hardware switches are evidently limited by the capacity
of the ASICs and, in particular, the size of the built-in
TCAMs [90], and software switches are heavily burdened
by the inherent computational complexity of performing packet
classification on general purpose CPUs [53, 55, 54]. Indeed,
recent reports have found that the scalability and security [91]
of the programmable data plane remain to be of concern today.
Open Problem 5. Improve the general performance, scalability, and security of programmable switches.
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V. C ONCLUSION

[19]

This paper provided a brief survey of the recent advancements in programmable data plane design and implementation,
pointing the reader to a few relevant open problems. The field
is currently under active development, with new findings and
contributions appearing at a fast pace. To keep track of such
development, we are building and updating an annotated online
reading list [42], and encourage researchers to contribute.
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